Rallies are one of the best activities to have FUN when you participate. There are a variety of rally types held by Chapters and Districts. They can be Riding Rallies where participants go on a variety of rides. These can be long, short, overnight, etc. Other rallies might include Couple and Individual of the Year Selections. GWRRA University and Rider Education seminars and modules are other activities that can take place at a Rally.

With the Rally and riding seasons coming to an end (for some!!), it might be a good time to plan some activities for the Fall/Winter season. Medic First Aid might be an activity to plan for your Chapter. Another might be a Rider Education course such as GWRRA Seminar: Co-Rider, GWRRA Module: Who’s Afraid of the Dark?, or GWRRA Module R U Ready 2 Ride???. These can be held in a classroom or home setting (with the proper equipment). Of course, you can also consider GWRRA Module: Brrr, It’s Cold! Here in Wisconsin those days are coming. Just get with your Chapter Director to see who might be available to conduct these classes.

Keep the momentum of this summer going by staying in touch with our GW family. Some ways can be by Facebook games. Several Chapter/Districts post often and invite participation. You will have to remind people that it is meant to be light-hearted. Have them stay away from topics that might be divisive. Participation is key! Your Chapter can also have a game night or movie night. Take turns hosting the gatherings at different homes if possible. Members can bring snacks and food (a GWRRA favorite) to lighten the responsibilities. Get creative!